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Lot Recall/Tracking Report 
 
The Lot Recall/Tracking Report is a report that will show all of the transactions that have occurred for an item, either 
for a particular lot, or for a range of receipt dates.  It will continue to track the inventory even after it has gone through 
production or has been transferred to another item, location, or lot.  It lists all transactions in chronological order. 
 
On the selection screen, you must enter an item number.  This is for the starting point of the tracking, and does not 
restrict the report from showing other items, if the item selected has been transferred to another item or has been put 
through production to produce another item.  Next, you must select a Selection Type.  The default, Lot Number, is 
used to select a particular lot to track.  Again, this is the starting point and the report will continue to track through a 
transfer or production order even if different items, locations, or lots are created by these processes.  There is a check 
box below the Lot Number entry field, that controls the query behavior of that field.  If it is unchecked, you will only 
see lots that currently have on hand for that item.  If it is checked, you will see all the lots in the system for that item.  
The other selection type, Receipt Date, is used to select a range of receipt dates.  All lots received during that date 
range will be tracked on the report.  Standard print control capabilities are used. 
 
The report itself is formatted into multiple columns.  The first 3 columns, Item Number, Location, and Lot Number 
identify the lot that the transactions in the later columns apply to.  Next is the On Hand Quantity, showing the on hand 
quantity of the lot at the time of printing.  Next is the transaction type:  PR=Purchase Receipt, WR=Work Order 
Receipt, IW=Invoice Withdrawal, WW=Work Order Withdrawal, T-IN=Transfer In, T-OUT=Transfer Out, 
A=Adjustment.  The Transaction Quantity column is the quantity for the transaction, either in or out.  For Receipts 
and Transfers In, it is the quantity received in, and for Withdrawals and Transfers Out it is the quantity withdrawn 
from the lot.  For Adjustments, the sign is used (negatives are withdrawals, and positives are additions.)  The 
Transaction Date is next, followed by the Document Number, which could be a Purchase Order Number, Work Order 
Number, Invoice Number, etc. depending on the transaction type.  Finally, there is the Transaction Detail Column, 
which contains type-specific information.  For Purchases, it shows the vendor code, for Invoices, it shows the 
customer code.  Work Order Withdrawals list the other lots that were also withdrawn into that work order, and Work 
Order Receipts list all of the lots that were withdrawn into that work order.  Transfers In show the lot or lots that were 
transferred to that lot.  Adjustments show the adjustment code that was used to do the adjustment, and its description. 
 
Indenting is used to show that the report is now showing tracking information for a “child” lot of the lot that was 
previously being tracked.  This will happen when there is a production withdrawal or a transfer out, in order to track 
the lots that were received from that work order or transfer. 
 
 


